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Chemical structure generators systematically explore chemical space to identify novel compounds 
with desirable properties. However, assessing the quality of these generators is challenging due to 
the vast number and variety of chemical structures they produce. The existing evaluation metrics are 
based on simple concepts such as chemical validity or novelty [1]. These metrics do not, however, 
align with the primary objective of de novo chemical structure generation: the creation of new 
biologically active compounds. Therefore, we propose new metrics for evaluating chemical structure 
generators that better reflect the biological activity of the generated compounds. These proposed 
metrics are based on the analysis of molecular scaffolds, aiming to identify known (i.e., 
experimentally verified) biologically active scaffolds in a virtual library that were not used as inputs 
to the molecular generation process. Employing this approach, we compared the performance of the 
molecular generators Molpher[2] and DrugEx[3],[4]. DrugEx surpassed Molpher by generating a 
larger number of active scaffolds and a more diverse virtual library. Proposed metrics serve a dual 
purpose: they enable the comparison of different molecular generators and facilitate the optimization 
of their parameters to improve the quality of the generated virtual libraries. 
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